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Verification of Conventional
Force Reductions
With proposals and CQunter4proposals on the reduction of

conventional forces in Europe flying backwards and
forwards across the world. the question of verification of a
conventional forces treaty is once again at the forefront of
arms control discussions. Whatever the impact on the
Conventional Forces In Europe (CFE) talks in Vienna of
the current round of proposals, (and allindicalions are that
both camps wish to avoid the model of the earlier Mutual
Balanced Force Reduction talks (MBFR) and actually
achieve an agreement) the question of verification
remains central to the conclusion of any treaty. 23
individual nations are represented at the talks, as
opposed to merely representatives of the two military
blocs, but the figures under discussions are WTO and
NATO holdings In the area from the Atlantic to the Urals.
The CFE mandate places considerable emphasis on the
problem of verification. It states that any CFE agreement
will Include an effective and strict set of verification
arrangements, including on-site inspections, full and frank
exchanges of details of fOfce capabilities and agreement
on means of verifying compliance. Verification measures
will have to include both the verHication 01 withdrawals and
the post-agreement processes of restructuring or
redeployment.
As was the case with the INF Treaty, initial data supplied
by parties to any agreement on conventional arms must be
checked and errors corrected if there is to be any
confidence In the verification of a treaty.
However, similarity with the INF treaty goes little further
than this initial provision of baseline data. Arst and
foremost among the problems associated with verifying a
conventional forces agreement is the tremendous
difference In numbers involved compared with the more
familiar te"itory of intermediate-range or strategic nuclear
weapons. Tanks and artillery pieces run into tens of
thousands of Items all of which are much more mobile than
most nuclear systems.
Furthermore, it Is highly unlikely that any category of
weapon will be reduced to zero, creating particular
problems for verification, since it is always easier to verify
a reduction to zero than a reduction to a lower figure.
Verifying withdrawals could be easier than verifying
ceilings, as long as withdrawn forcas can ba observed to
the point where they aTe dlsmantied or destroyed. FOf the
sake of confidence and security, removal of treaty limited
items from designated zones should take place as soon
as possible after any agreement. If equipment Is to be
destroyed or stored, sites to which they are to be moved
should be monitored by a por1al perimeter monitoring
system In association with routine inspections.
The next stage of the Verification procedure after removal
and storage Is verification of elimination and of production
levels. It parties are allowed to witness destruction of
treaty-limited items, there is likely to be more conlidence
In the stated residual levels of weapons still stationed on
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the battlefield, provided that there was confidence In the
original stated figures of those Items and that there Is a
high level of confidence In verification of production and
transfer of those items. This could be achieved by
frequent and regular updates of data between NATO and
the Warsaw Pact.

If a method of destruction Is easy to witness, clearly this
is preferable for confidence-building. The methods used in
the INF agreement, when destruction of weapons was
witnessed first hand by groups of observers, act as
confidence building measures in their own right.
The level of confidence in a treaty would undoubtedly be
increased if arrangements for the verltlcatlon of
production facilities were included in the terms of the
agreement. Much production takes place outside the
mandated ·Atlantic-to-the Urals· (ATTU) area, however.
Obviously If monitoring and inspections of these out of
area production facilities can be negotiated that Is the
best option, but it is still possible to have a high level of
confidence in production monitoring for the ATTU zone if
only facilities in the zone are monitored, by also monitoring
entry points at the borders of the zone.
Tags. which are labels identifying equipment, could be
very useful in a CFE treaty. All legitimate Items could be
tagged at the point of production and at deployment sites,
so that on future on-site Inspections (OSls) any untagged
item becomes a violation of the treaty. In this way tags act
to make a treaty limiting the numbers of weapons similar to
a zero option from the verification point of view. Tags
could also be very useful for data inventory purposes.
They are particularly important for the veriflcation of highly
mobile equipment such as aircraft.
Monitoring and verification of residual forces could be
divided Into different categories, some of which overlap:
Stored equipment; Equipment at repair facilities; Training
equipment; Stationed forces; Forces excluded or limited in
a zone; Forces which transfer in and out of limited zones;
Aircraft; Staff.
Up to now verification of conventional arms agreements
has not been paid the attention 1t deserves. Verification
measures are fundamental to any arms control agreement,
but par1icularly so in the case of conventional arms
because of the complexity of negotiations and the number
and range of weapons Involved. If verification of a
conventional arms agreement is to be effective, a regime
must be prepared so that all aspects of it, as described
above, can work smoothly In conjunction with one another.
The verification regime must there lore be planned as a
complete process covering the entire range of the
agreement, and not as a set of individual measures.
As in other agreements the crux is to make it financially
and militarily cosily to cheat. VERTIC's Dr Patricia Lewis
has pointed out three points in particular which should be
central to negotiations on conventional reductions.
1. In focusing on certain types of eqUipment, the CFE
talks might lead to restructuring of forces which in turn
might lessen the threat of anack.

2. Where categories of weapon are not reduced to zero,
on-sltelnspacticw'ls (OSI) will nelp monitOf agreed cellings the hardest aspect of any treaty. Clearly OSls for
convenlionaJ weapons will ba more expensive than OSls
under the INF Treaty as there are so many mOfe sites to
check.The sheer number of items and the geographical
areas Involved mean that -sampling- must be used for the
traditional OSI . Accuracy of samples could be assured by
allowance for sampling errOfS and bias. (Errors and bias
might themselves be tremendously reduced by
stratification at units. That is, all designated siles under
an agreement are divided Of -stratified- into blocks of units
so that the units within each -stratum- are as similar as
possible to each other in terms of some characteristic to
be Identified in advance. The strata can then be randomly
sampled .)Another possibility Is the use of inspec tor.
stationed in the regions to be verified. These inspectors
would be able to visit many mOfe sites than inspector.
baud In their home countri. ..

3 . The CFE talks are both multilateral and bilateral so the
verification regime ought to rellect this dual nature. One
way to achieve a suitable structure 10( verification is for
each alliance to have a verification office or agency which
deals with the co-onjination and the bilateral requirements
of the treaty; and lor each country to be responsible fO(
Inspections and have national Inspector teams which
reflect the multilateral nature of the treaty. In this way
signatories could participate according to their resources
and perceptions of verification as sovereign nations whltst
the mechanism lor co-ordlnation nscessary for _ffective
verification would be In place.

The "Other" Vienna Talks
The 35 state NegoUatlons on Confidence and Security
BuDding Measures opened In Vienna on 9th March. They
took up where the 1984-88 negotiations, which resulted in
the Stockholm Document, lett off. The conference
mandate talks of the hope that the new talks will adopt -a
new sat of mutually complementary [CSBMsJ designed to
reduce the risk of military confrontation In Europe"
President Bush has said that the aim of the talks Is to
-address the problem of mistrust In the military and
sacurlty spheres and the risk of confrontation arising
Ihrough miscalculation .. and 10 -11ft the veil of secrecy
hom certain military activitlas and torces , and thus
contribute to a more statMa EuropeThere is no simple definition of CSBMs but it is generally
accepted to mean measures that do not affect ultimate
military capability, but facititata communication,
transparency and confidence thus reducing the risk of
unintended confrontation , and the use of torce or
Intimidation. Notification, inspection and observation of
military manoeuvres, axerclses and force posture fallinio
the general area of CSBMs.
Tha CSBM talks will have to be completed in tima for the
next CSCE (Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe) Review Meeting In Helsinki in 1992; all 35
participants of the CSBM talks ala CSCE members.
The cur,ent round of talks daveloped from the Helsinki
Final Act In 1075 in which 33 European nations plus the
USA and Canada agreed on a Ilmlted sat of CSBMs fOf
Cantral Europe. Tha 1986 Stockholm Document took
maasures further, covering all of Europe and Inslituting
lower thresholds for notification of manoeuvres and longer
parlods of prlOf notification. II also Included verification
arrangements and was a mandatory rather than voluntary
agreement.

time tor the 1992 CSCE Meeting . Two developments In
partic ular have been pic ked out as being espec ially
encouraging. Arsl, the Warsaw Pact proposal to the talks
incorporates many of the proposals tabled by NATO three
years ago, which were at that time rejected by Warsaw
Pact negotiators. Second, a package 01 36 measures was
tabled by the WTO at the first plenary of the Vienna talks.
In Stockholm, It was over a year before specific proposals
were made.
Differences remain, of course, but hopes lor a fsrreaching agreement are running high. The CSBM talks will
act as a testing ground for concepts of mutual sacurity
and their means of Implementation. Also as John
Borawski, director of the Political Committee 01 the North
AUantic Assembly, has pointed out, although the talks will
undoubtedly receive less pUblicity than the CFE
negotiations, their potential for developing confidence
between the 35 CSCE nations , and between the
superpowers, should not be underestimated, nOf should
their potentially positive effects on the course 01 the CFE
talks be overlooked.

START Opening Positions
The bilateral Strategic Arms Reduction Talks (STARl)
reconvened on 19th June wIth the aim of reducing longrange nuclear forces on both sides by 50%. The
superpowers' agreed objective Is to reduce warhead totals
to a common ceiling of 6 ,000. Missile launchers and
strategic bombers would be limlled to 1,600.
However it is commonly recognised that five maIn areas of
confiict, recently outlined by Mr. Yurl Nazarkin, the Soviet
Chief Negotiator, remain to be overcome.

1. The link between a START agreement and the
interpretation of the ABM Treaty. Up to now the USA has
insisted on a -broad Interpretation- of the ABM Treaty
which would allow development of the SOl programme . The
USSR remains vehemently opposed to this. There Is also
disagreement over the development of a phased array
radar station at Krasnoyarsk, Siberia. The USA points out
that It violates the ABM Treaty and demands thai the
USSR dismantles it. The USSR has stopped construction
work but wishes to convert the station into a scientific
centre.

2. The USSR wishes sea-launched cruise missiles to be
included in the negotiations (see Trust And Verify No.1)
and ways of distinguishing between conventionally and
nuclear armed $lCMs to be agreed. The USA opposes
inclusion of SLCMs.

3. Numbers 01 heavy strategic bombers and methods of
oounting air-launched cruise missiles.

4. Limits for mobile missile launchers. The USA is pushing
10( higher ceilings than the USSR favour.
5. General verification mechanisms, counting methods
remain to be agreed upon.
Verification is clearly a key element of the START
negotiations. A future issue of Trust And yerdy will
consict.r the possible verification regime for a START
Treaty.

Observers of the currant round of talks generally agrae
that some kind of agreement will have been reached In
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Pre-Treaty Verification?

ban. A full analysis of this historic development will appear
in next month's "Trust and Verify".

After a three month study , President Bush has approved a
new proposal to seek practice inspections of Soviet and
US nuclear weapons before any START treaty Is

In The News

concluded. The proposal has bean dubbed the "Try Before

Superpower pact To prevent Accidental War

You Buy· concept. These practice inspections would seek
to test verification measures that could be used to verify

On 12 June, representatives of the USA and the USSR

treaty complianca.
There has been a degree of criticism from some
congressmen and arms control organisations who believe
the proposal might be used to put off coming to an
agreement on strategic weapons, particularly mobile
missiles. Indeed, many years ago, Jt would indeed have
been sean as 8 delaying lactic because the USSR would
almost certainty have rejected It. Now, however, In the
light of changed attitudes towards on-site inspections
(OSls) and intrusiva verification measures, this Is not
necessarily the case . Many , including analysts at
VERTIC, believe thai the proposal could In fact eliminate
some of the problems encountered after the signing of the
INF treaty .
After the signing of the INF Treaty, a barrage of
information relating to the INF agreement was exchanged.
By using pre -treaty verification tests, some of this
information could be gathered in advance, making posttreaty arrangements more straight-folWard, not to mention
the obvious confidence-building possibilities 01 such
measures.
The verification measures proposed are : an exchange of
nuclear weapons data, trial monitoring of mobile-missite
factories, direct Inspection of missile warheads, a ban on
encoding data from missile flight tests and a
demonstration of weapon tags. There may be some
resistance from the USSR on certain points, such as the
fact that there is no mention of practice Inspections of
sea-launched cruise missiles which the USA does not wish
to be Included in any START treaty. Whether successful or
not, the experience of these inspections could then be
drawn upon during negotiations on the b'eaty itself.

signed an agreement aimed at preventing an accidental
war between the two nations. The move can be seen as an
important confidence building measure between the two
countries, and has been likened In importance to the HotLine Agreement of 1963.The agreement was signed In
Moscow by Admiral William Crowe, chait of the US Joint
Chiefs of Staff and Chief of Staff of the Soviet Armed
Forces, General Mikhail Moiseyev. Officially titled the
Agreement on the Prevention of Dangerous Military
Activities, the pact was greeted by both sides with
considerable enthusiasm, marking as it did a considerable
warming In relations between the two sides' milltary
establishments.
A US negotiator, Major-General Butler, talked of -a new
level of trust" while one of his Soviet opposite numbers
referred to reducing "the area of unpredictability in
relations between our states".
The accord states that both sides ·shall take measurea to
ensure expeditious termination and resolution by peaceful
means without resort to the threat or use of force, of any
incident which may arise as a result of dangerous mlUlary
activitles".The pact refers only to unintentional acts by the
armed forces of either side that could spark the use of
force. It is hoped that the accord might help prevent such
disasters as the shooting down of the Korean airliner In
1985.
During the same visit to the USSR Admiral Crowe attended
an army exercise in Byelorussia, visited the Khelmnltsky
missile site in the Ukraine . went to aeaon a. missile crui_
and joined a naval exercise off Murmansk. The trip has
been hailed as another example of Confidence and
Security Building Measures (CSBM) between the
superpowers.

The approach to trial inspections has not been finally
agreed but It seems likely that the proposal will be made
official.

Way Clearing For Nuclear Test pacts

It has been almost forgotten that in July 1988, President
Gotbachev proposed a similar pre-treaty verification
arrangement with regard to conventional forces. II, as Is
claimed, a major purpose of the pre-START verification
proposal Is to avoid the avalanche of data that came after
INF, by gathering some of It beforehand, why did the US
reject Gorbachev's proposal on Conventional forces,
which would generate an even greater flood of complex
data than a START treaty, calling it "old and diverslonary"?
(The llmes 19th July 1988)

Agreement is thought to be close between the
superpowers on the mutual monitoring of nuclear tests.
Agreement on methods 01 verification would open the way
for US senate ratification of the 1974 Threshold Test Ban
Treaty (IIBT) and the 1976 Peaceful Nuclear Explosions
Treaty (PNET) which limit the size of permitted
underground nuclear explosions. The I I BT limits tests to
150 kilotons while the PNET restricts the size of nuclear
explosions used for peaceful purposes, such as dam
building. Tests in all other locations are already banned
under the Partial Test-Ban Treaty (PTBT).

However, bearing in mind Gorbachev's apparent
acceptance of pre-treaty measures shown by his July
19B8 proposal, and his WIllingness to comply with INF
verification arrangements, there should be a good chance
of his accepting the US proposal, thus providing a major
opportunity for confidence-building and giving a boost to
START negotiations. Indeed , the head of the Soviet
Foreign Ministry arms control department recently said
that the US proposal was acceptable.
Stop Press : It was recently announced that a major
experiment was taking place aboard a Soviet nucleararmed warship. The Natural Resources Defence Council
and the Soviet Academy of Sciences were testing ways of
detecting nuclear warheads aboard ships. The two
organisations have already been responsible for Jointly
demonstrating the feasibility of verifying a nuclear test

The two Joint verification experiments in Nevada and
Semlpalatlnsk in 1988 boosted confidence In an
agreement and willingness to co-operate . Until recently
the USA has considered the verification measures built
into the unratified treaties to be Inadequate but President
Reagan proposed that the clauses be renegotiated. The
final negotiation of protocols for a menu of acceptable
verification techniques will take place over the next few
weeks with both sides conlldent of reaching an
agreement.
However the US has rejected a Soviet proposal that the
two nations should go on to negotiate a treaty banning all
further tests of any size , thus creating a Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty (CTBT). 41 signatories of the PI BT have
called for an amendment conference of the PTBT to

di9Cllss Its possible conversion to a CTST. (See Issue 1 of
Trust and Verify) .

made a number of specific comments about the possibility
of an agreement on chemical weapons.

Scientist. Meat In Washlnglon

In particular the minister presented the UK paper CD1921
on practice challenge inspections of military facilities. Th.
pap.r r.ported the findings of two practic. chall.nge
Inspections for a Chemical W.apons Treaty Convention.
The practice inspections took place at MoD ammunitloo
storage facilities and are said to have -confirmed the belief
that challenge inspection Is an important -saf.ty netelement in the overall verification regime". A programme of
further similar axerclses Is being plann.d and the UK
recommends that other nations participating In the CW C
should carry out their own practice challenge Inspectiom
and report their findings to the CD.

Representatives of the Federation of American Scientists
and the Committee of Soviet Scientists meeting in
Washington in early May Identified technology tnat might
be applied to the verification of future arms control
agreements covering nuclear warheads and groond-based
lasers. Among measures discussed was the placing of
slmple equipment close to selected sites In .ach country
In order to detect of hlgh.power lasers capable of serving
as anti-satellite weapons.
Methods of monitoring proliferation of weapons and
nuclear materials were also considered. Roald Z Sagdeev
chair of the Soviet Academy of Sciences Committee on
International Security and Arms Control, said that
flssionable materials cooid be monltOfed using radiation
detectors durIng on-site InspectIons (OSls). Frank von
Hlppel. chair of the Federation of American Scientists fund
added that OSIs such as those used to Implement the INF
Treaty could be used to verity an end to production of
flselonable material.
The sclentislB nave been praised for their commitment to
developing verification techniques and for organising the
meeting which was not endorsed by either government.
Finnish Oll.r To Tllin Third World In Ch.mical
V·rlllcatlon
On March 16th, at the 495th plenary of the Conference on
Dlsannament. Finland's Ambassador Karhilo outlined hIs
government'. proposal to offer FinnIsh expertise on the
varlflcatlon of chemical w.apons to Third World countries.
"Verffication of the future convention Is undoubtedly one
of the most clfflcult issues facing the CW negotiations.- he
said, going on to describe Finnish research on chemical
verificatIon over the last 15 y.ars , Including the
d.velopment both of methods of verification requiring
sophisticated stationary instrum.ntatlon and those that
are usable in mobile laboratories.

-Verification Is the top priority: said Mr Waldegrave, - For
a convention to work it needs .... rification which works.
The existing v.riflcation provisions go a long way towards
achieving this. But areas of particular concern r.main. We
must be satisfied that all high-risk facUlties and acti...itles
are adequately cover.d. wheth.r they are dual purpose
production plants or military installations. Further efforts
are needed:
This was seen and reported by some as a negati... e
approach . Waldegrave than released a pr.ss statement
saying: - I am sorry to say that In on. of our home
newspapers tha presentation of our paper today has been
Int.rpreted as emphasising the dllflcultles of
verlficatlon .... Our Intention Is to emphasise the fact that
these difficult Issues are soluble if we do enough work on
them. which is a v.ry diffarent emphasis. It Is no good
having a convention without ha...ing proper verification. but
all our work shows that though we will never have 100%
v.rlficatlon, yoll can have a vary complete system if we
work at it.VERTIC News
VERTIC's Director , Dr. Patricia Lawis. will be attending the
UN study on the role of the UN In veriflcation at the end of
July and also visiting Washington.
VERTIC has installed a new computer in its London office
allowing It to further develop Its database on v.rificatlon
and arms controllssu.s.

Ambassador Karhilo went on to reiterate his government's
proposal, flrst made by ForeIgn Minlst.r Kalevi Sorsa at
the Paris Conference, that "as of next year Finland Is
prepared to train each year, free of charge, chemists from
the developing world in the use of technical methods and
Instruments rele ... ant to the verification tasks of the
convention. Details of this oHer will be worked OlIt before
tM summer, and Invitations will be extendad directly to the
gov.rnmants concerned.-

Barrow and Geraldine S. Cadbury Trust has given VERTIC
an Immediate grant of 5000 pounds towards Its scientilic
work on the Partial Test San Tr.aty amendment
conference.

It is not yet clear how Third World governments have
reacted to the oHer but Rnland's mov•• are surely to be
saen as a positive mo... a In the quest to achieve a
verifiable worldwide ban on chemical weapons.

Seismologists from VERTIC's Seismology Working Group
have b.en active in tha British Seismic Verification
Res.arch Project. Their seismic station at Garm In
Kazhakstan is running well and the equipment is
undergoing routine maintenance at Leeds Univ.rslty.

VERTIC SeIsmologists Actlye IN BSVRP

lb. UK and tbe CWC

The honourable William Waktegrave MP. Minister of State
for Foreign and Commonwaalth Affairs, delivered a
statement to th. Cooter.nce on Disarmament In Geneva
on 15th June. Addressing a number of issues. Waldegrave

The USSR has rec.ntiy agr.ed to allow the BSVRP to
move closer (at about 200 km) to the nuclear t.sting site in
Semlpaiatinsk and to continu. monitoring teslB.
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